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Luxury is not a matter of style,
it is a matter of lifestyle.
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F ROM BIKE BUILDE R TO  
WAT CHBUI LDER
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Our ambition is to propose a watch that meets aesthetic and quality criteria but
which is also designed and machined to recall some parts of a motorcycle.

Our watch is inspired by a certain idea of   elegance. This French-touch, at the same
time, atypical and timeless whose codes and values   are transmitted from father to
son. An object which is the reflection of a state of mind, from a free and indomitable
man who changes style and motorcycle, but remains faithful to his watch

Suiss mecanism (Quartz Ronda 517) 
or Japonese (Automatic Miyota 9015)







PHILIPPE CARZO
Bikebuilder with 21 Grammes Motorcycles, Philippe has
always loved objects in general and mechanical objects in
particular. Self-taught and jack of all trades, he fears no
technical challenge. His range of skills expand day after
day: from design to aluminum forming, video making and
3D design.

GUILLAUME LIEUTIER
Born entrepreneur, Guillaume is the co-founder of the
event agency Boule d'Energie and recently developed the
petanque truck concept with La Boulisterie. He is also the
founder of the clothing and accessories brand Les Ateliers
Smokey Joe. His taste and talent for communication is
insatiable.

The Enthusiasts



Our know-how in the world of motorcycles, we proudly claim it in the world of
watchmaking. Far from the clichés of marketing, technique is at the center of our lives.
Our watch is inspired by this motorcycle preparation: a mechanism like a motor to
reinvent. A frame enriched with unique pieces and often manufactured by us. Unique
pieces as always shaped according to our drawings.

Technical sheet
SAI NT  LUX EUI L
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Diameter 41mm polished stainless steel

Stainless steel 316L circlips case

St Luxeuil signature
Patron saint of motorcyclists

Knotted bezel diamond tip

Crown BTR head

Sapphire crystal

Calibre Quartz Ronda 517
& Automatic Miyota 9015

Waterproof 50 meters 5 ATM
Date / Hour

Two and 1/2 hand





Turini
NEW KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN

Located in the Alpes Maritimes, the laces
of the Turini owe their reputation to the
Monte Carlo Rally. Located at an altitude
of 1607m, the Turini has also become a
pilgrimage site for any European biker. So
we decided to call our next watch:
TURINI.
We find our trademark in the shape of the
case reminding a circlip, a little rounder
this time. The diameter is smaller too, 38
MM against 41 MM for the St Luxeuil
model. Left bump with a straight knurling
like guillochage technique to stick to our
mechanical DNA. The crown takes the
form of a gearbox and we find the screw
BTR at the back of the watch. The dial is
radiated ... You can notice a tri-color
lightning signifying our watches are
assembled in France,
We had financed our first model "St
Luxeuil" two years ago after a successful
kickstarter collaborative fundraising
campaign.

The Turini model will be proposed on a
pre-sale basis on Thursday, March 21,
2019 on the crowdfunding platform.
.
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Because a kick start needs to be prepared, manage to create the emulation around
our project. A participative and collaborative adventure in which our followers are
involved through important choices. An epic with twists and turns, nourished by
lifestyle and licked images and "very short films" where we incarnate both actors and
directors. A complicity settles, then, quite naturally with those who follow us. They
adhere more and more to our cinematic, to those serials that constantly revisit the
codes of luxury with humor, tenderness and discrepancy, while remaining terribly
attached to our enthusiasm for vintage and motorcycle inspiration.

Watch all our videos on Vimeo : www.vimeo.com/carzoetlieutier

Communication
SO CIAL  NE TWO RKS
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CO NT ACT

They spoke about us:
GQ, Le Petit Poussoir, Mr Montre, La Petite Trotteuse, Watch Bandit, 4H10, L’Orologio,
Moto Heroes, Chazster, Freeway Magazine, Arty Trendy, Nice Matin, CCI Nice Côte
d’Azur, Cluster Côte d’Azur, Tribune Bulletin Côte d’Azur, La Tribune PACA, Nissan,
SFR, Le Blog de Cécile Na, Beau Parleur, Azur TV, France Bleu Azur, Le Formidable e-
commerçant…

Retailers list: www.carzoetlieutier.com/points-de-vente

Join the adventure:
Guillaume Lieutier : Tel +33 (0)6 13 91 01 53
Philippe Carzo : Tel +33 (0)6 07 79 03 83
Mail contact@carzoetlieutier.com
Shop www.carzoetlieutier.com

Photos : Jean-Sylvain Marchessou – Davolo Steiner – Pierre Le Targat
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